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EVERY OIL SPILL IS P
SEMINAR:

The Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR) and the 
with Corinne LEPAGE, Chair of the European Parliament’s Seas and Coastal Areas Intergroup, organised a 
seminar on 1 December 2011 on the implementation of the Erika 3 package and on the new prospects for EU 
action regarding maritime safety. 

Pierre KARLESKIND, Regional Councillor in charge of European Affairs from the Region of Brittany, 
representing the CPMR, reminded participants that 
2010 within the CPMR by its President Jean
European level to ensure that progress is made in maritime safety by noting that new risks exist
measures adopted by the EU do not respond to all the difficulties identified.
issue of maritime surveillance “that underpins the fight against pollution

Peter JEPPSSON, Member of the Swedish Parliame
Committee brought his on-the-ground experience to the discussions, by reminding participants that “
Prestige came from the Baltic Sea” and therefore it was “
Spanish coast.  For Mr JEPPSSON, “
political and local.” 

Corinne LEPAGE also spoke on the issue of an “
Parliament’s Seas and Coastal Areas Intergroup, Ms 
work on accident prevention.”  She stressed that “
between Directorate Generals,” specifying
components of the Erika 3 package should be implemented by January 2012.  Unfortunately only 40% of Member States 
have adopted all transposition measures that should already be adopted today.

For the Commission, Maximilian 
Kallas’ Cabinet, reminded participants that “
maritime safety, but this system now has to become a reality that is no 
STROTMANN concluded that “the sea is the link between Europe and the world, and it is the link between us, we 
must use it safely.” 

The Polish Presidency was represented by Ms Justyna 
the Republic of Poland to the EU, who reminded participants that part of the Maritime Days in Gdansk was 
dedicated to the environment. Ms 
sanctions, but also heightening the awareness of the industry.

Among the other policy areas addressed, the European Social Agenda and the human factor in maritime 
safety, the issue of compensation for environmental damage 
the debates. 
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EVERY OIL SPILL IS POLITICAL AND LOCAL
SEMINAR: Towards an Erika 4 Package? 

The Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR) and the Baltic Master II 
, Chair of the European Parliament’s Seas and Coastal Areas Intergroup, organised a 

the implementation of the Erika 3 package and on the new prospects for EU 

, Regional Councillor in charge of European Affairs from the Region of Brittany, 
representing the CPMR, reminded participants that an “Erika 4 Working Group” was already established in 
2010 within the CPMR by its President Jean-Yves Le Drian with “the idea to maintain strong involvement at 
European level to ensure that progress is made in maritime safety by noting that new risks exist
measures adopted by the EU do not respond to all the difficulties identified.” Mr KARLESKIND

that underpins the fight against pollution”. 

, Member of the Swedish Parliament and chairman of the Baltic Master II Political 
ground experience to the discussions, by reminding participants that “
” and therefore it was “just by chance” that the catastrophe happened 

, “a bottom-up approach is needed to respond to the disasters, as every oil spill is 

on the issue of an “integrated maritime surveillance”. As Chair of the European 
Parliament’s Seas and Coastal Areas Intergroup, Ms LEPAGE declared that “it is imperative that we continue to 

stressed that “the subject is too serious for it to be a hostage 
” specifying that, “since 2009 genuine legislative advances have been made, but all 

components of the Erika 3 package should be implemented by January 2012.  Unfortunately only 40% of Member States 
measures that should already be adopted today.” 

For the Commission, Maximilian STROTMANN, responsible for maritime issues with Commissioner 
Kallas’ Cabinet, reminded participants that “the EU provides the toughest framework in the world with regard to 

time safety, but this system now has to become a reality that is no longer simply a wave on the ocean.
the sea is the link between Europe and the world, and it is the link between us, we 

ency was represented by Ms Justyna BARTNICKA, Adviser, Permanent Representation of 
the Republic of Poland to the EU, who reminded participants that part of the Maritime Days in Gdansk was 
dedicated to the environment. Ms BARTNICKA considered that “tackling pollution must involve creating 
sanctions, but also heightening the awareness of the industry.” 

Among the other policy areas addressed, the European Social Agenda and the human factor in maritime 
safety, the issue of compensation for environmental damage and pollution control were also at the heart of 

nformation, please contact Enrico MAYRHOFER: 
enrico.mayrhofer@crpm.org  
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 project, in collaboration 
, Chair of the European Parliament’s Seas and Coastal Areas Intergroup, organised a 

the implementation of the Erika 3 package and on the new prospects for EU 

, Regional Councillor in charge of European Affairs from the Region of Brittany, 
” was already established in 

the idea to maintain strong involvement at 
European level to ensure that progress is made in maritime safety by noting that new risks exist and that the various 

KARLESKIND then stressed the 

nt and chairman of the Baltic Master II Political 
ground experience to the discussions, by reminding participants that “the 

” that the catastrophe happened off the 
up approach is needed to respond to the disasters, as every oil spill is 

As Chair of the European 
it is imperative that we continue to 

hostage in power struggles 
since 2009 genuine legislative advances have been made, but all 

components of the Erika 3 package should be implemented by January 2012.  Unfortunately only 40% of Member States 

, responsible for maritime issues with Commissioner 
the EU provides the toughest framework in the world with regard to 

longer simply a wave on the ocean.”  Mr 
the sea is the link between Europe and the world, and it is the link between us, we 

, Adviser, Permanent Representation of 
the Republic of Poland to the EU, who reminded participants that part of the Maritime Days in Gdansk was 

pollution must involve creating 

Among the other policy areas addressed, the European Social Agenda and the human factor in maritime 
and pollution control were also at the heart of 
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